
JAFESTUC LIME PLASTER
Technical information

DESCRIPTION

Decorative covering for interiors, to be applied to plastered walls and ceilings, gypsum and similar 
plasters, which by using the spatula technique achieves beautiful effects.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Nature: Acrylic copolymers
Colour: White and base colours
Appearance: Brilliant finish when polished
Density: 1.60 gr./cm3

Viscosity: Thixotropic paste
Drying: 6 - 8 hours
Application: Spatula and stainless steel trowel.
Performance: 2 - 3 m2/kg.
Tinting: Jafep Dyes or Coltec Universal Dyes

APPLICATION

On plaster, gypsum, etc. bases that are clean, dry and free from dust and grease.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The surface must be even, if not, plaster to create a smooth finish with very little absorption. Prime 
thoroughly  using  a  product  such  as  the  Petrex  5  Plain  Coating,  diluted  and  coloured  using  the 
required shade for the plaster.

Stir vigorously before spreading the product using a trowel or spatula, always using strokes in the 
same direction.  Leave  to  dry,  sanding  out  the  imperfections  (280 grade  minimum).  This  can be 
repeated several times. Once dried, sand the entire surface using sanding sheets (500 grade). Clean 
and remove dust.  Achieve  the  final  pattern  with  successive  separate touches,  getting  rid  of  any 
excess product and filling in any holes. The natural shine will appear by rubbing and polishing using 
the trowel or spatula with which it is applied.

SUBMITTALS

Plastic containers of: 1 Kg.; 5 Kg.; 25 Kg.

The information contained in this document serves as a guide for the user but offers no guarantee. 
For information relating to safety and the environment, please consult the Safety Data Card.
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